Joe Power's XYZ Diamonds

1. Start with Waterbomb base

2. Valley-fold flaps over, front and back. (A small gap at the bottom makes assembly easier.)

3. Valley-fold small flaps front and back along base and at right angle to main body.

Make 6 (2 units each of 3 colors is best)

4. Slide side of B into pocket of A until midpoints touch. Slide side of C into pocket of B and then side of A into pocket of C. Continue with remaining 3 pieces.
(Hints: You may find it necessary on the later units to fold one or more of the flaps in half and then poke them unfolded once they are in the pockets. You may also find it easier to put the front & back pieces into the bottom pockets before placing the side pieces.)

5. Finished

Compared to the Francis Ow version (available on-line), my units are much easier to make but the construction is harder (especially inserting the last piece.) Additionally, my model is a bit "point-ier".